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Abstract
In recent years, a close connection between the description of open quantum systems, the input–
output formalismof quantumoptics, and continuousmatrix product states (cMPS) in quantum field
theory has been established. The latter constitute a variational class of one-dimensional quantum field
states and have been shown to provide an efficient ansatz for performing tomography of open
quantum systems. So far, however, the connection between cMPS and open quantum systems has not
yet been developed for quantum transport experiments in the condensed-matter context. In this
work, wefirst present an extension of the tomographic possibilities of cMPS by demonstrating the
validity of reconstruction schemes based on low-order counting probabilities compared to previous
schemes based on low-order correlation functions.We then showhow fermionic quantum transport
settings can be formulatedwithin the cMPS framework. Our procedure, via themeasurements of low-
order correlation functions only, allows us to gain access to quantities that are not directlymeasurable
with present technology. Emblematic examples are high-order correlations functions andwaiting
time distributions (WTD). The latter are of particular interest since they offer insights into short-time
scale physics.We demonstrate the functioning of themethodwith actual data, opening up theway to
accessingWTDwithin the quantum regime.

1. Introduction

Continuousmatrix product states (cMPS) have recently been recognized as powerful and versatile descriptions of
certain one-dimensional quantumfield states [1–3]. As continuum limits of theMPS—awell-established type of
tensor network states underlying the density-matrix renormalisation group [4]—they introduce the intuition
developed in quantum latticemodels to the realmof quantum fields, offering similar conceptual and numerical
tools. In the cMPS framework, interacting quantum fields such as those described by Lieb–Linigermodels have
been studied, both in theory [1, 5, 6] and in the context of experiments with ultra-cold atoms [7].

On a formal level, cMPS are intricately related toMarkovian open quantum systems [1, 2]: the open quantum
system takes the role of an ancillary system in a sequential preparation picture of cMPS. Elaborating on this
formal analogy, cMPS can capture properties offields that are coupled to afinite dimensional open quantum
system. This connection has been fleshed out already in the description of fermionic quantumfields [8] and of
light emitted from cavities in cavity-QED [2, 9] in the quantumoptical context, under the keyword of the input–
output formalism [10].

Anothermethodological ingredient to this work is that cMPS have been identified as tools to perform
efficient quantum state tomography of quantum field systems [7, 11–14], related to other approaches of tensor
network quantum tomography [12, 15]. These efforts are in linewith the emergingmindset that for quantum
many-body and quantum field states, tomography and state reconstruction onlymake sense within a certain
statisticalmodel or a variational class of states. Importantly, in our context at hand, it turns out that cMPS can be
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reconstructed from the knowledge of low-order correlation functions alone [11, 12]. This is a very attractive
feature of cMPS: recently, a reconstruction scheme has successfully been applied to data on quantumfields
obtainedwith ultra-cold Bose gases [7]. In section 2, after introducing the cMPS formulation, wewill provide the
readerwith the key arguments thatmake this reconstruction scheme possible from low-order correlation
functions only. Read in themindset of open quantum systems, cMPS tomography can be interpreted as open
system tomography bymonitoring the environment of the open quantum system.

In this work, thesemethodological components will be put into a different physical context and substantially
developed further as illustrated infigure 1. At the heart of the analysis is a tomographic approach, applied to an
open quantum system, yet brought to a new level. In section 3, we extend the set of tomographicmethodswithin
the cMPS framework, showing that the dynamics of the ancillary system and of thewhole open quantum system
is not only accessible from low-order correlation functions, but also from low-order counting statistics.
Specifically, we prove that for generic systems, the two density functions P0 andP1—which express the
probability of detecting zero and one particle, respectively, as a function of the time since the last detection—
provide sufficient knowledge to successfully perform tomography of the open quantum system.The physical
application of the establishedmethodswill also be different from the cavity-QEDor the quantumfield context:
here, we treat fermionic quantum transport experimentswithin the cMPS framework.

In a general transport setting, a scatterer is coupled to a left reservoir (the ‘source’) and a right reservoir (the
‘drain’). Fermions (with orwithout a spin degree of freedom) can be seen as jumping in and out of the scattering
region from the source to the drain and can be described by a leaking-out fermionic quantum field. In section 4,
we showhow the dynamics of the open quantum system (scatterer and leaking-out fermionicfield) can be
encoded into a cMPS state vector. To provide the readerwith an intuition about the equivalence between the
cMPS language and amore traditionalHamiltonian formulation, wewill consider one of the simplest setups in
quantum transport: a single-level quantumdotweakly coupled to two reservoirs. These results are also valid for
transport experiments of ultra-cold fermions between a ‘hot’ and a ‘cold’ reservoir as recently realised in [16, 17].

This will clear theway formaking use of the tomographic possibilities offered by the cMPS formalism to
access various quantities in quantum transport that are not yetmeasurable with current experimental
technologies (see figure 1). Emblematic examples are higher-order charge correlation functions and the
distribution of waiting times (WTD, see section 5).

Thewaiting time is defined as the time interval between the arrivals of two consecutive electrons. Therefore,
theWTDprovides a privileged access to short-time physics, short-range interactions and the statistics of the
particles. As such, it has gained a lot of attention recently [18–25], butWTDs suffer from their difficulty to be

Figure 1.Extension and applications of cMPS based tomography (see sections 3–5). Previousworks [7, 11] have shown that
measurements of low-order correlation functionsCnwith n= 2, 3 are sufficient to access higher-order correlations using cMPS
tomography based on the cMPSmatricesM andD (right side, black arrows). Thefirst achievement of this work is the formal
demonstration thatmeasurements of low-order counting probabilities constitute an alternative tomeasurements of low-order
correlation functions for carrying out cMPS tomography (blue arrow).We show that the probabilities to detect zero or one particle (P0
andP1, respectively) are sufficient to reconstruct alternative cMPS parametermatrices and , fromwhich higher-order
correlation functions can be computed. The second achievement of this work is to extend the applicability of this cMPS framework to
quantum transport experiments. As amain illustration, we show that cMPS-based tomography provides an access to the distribution
of waiting times . The according statistics are not directlymeasurable due to experimental limitations on single-particle detectors.
However, we demonstrate with experimental data that they can in fact be reconstructed from the knowledge of low-order correlation
functions (broad blue arrows).
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measured effectively:measuringWTDs requires the detection of single events while ensuring that no events have
beenmissed—for instance, due to the dead time of the detector.

With present technologies,WTDs in transport experiments can bemeasuredwhen the injection rate of
electrons is within the kHz range as in the experiments of [26, 27]. Indeed, at those frequencies, the current trace
is resolved in time and theWTDcan be directly deduced from it. Aswewill show in section 5, theWTD reflects
the quantum statistics of the electrons. However, quantum coherence and entanglement cannot be detected at
those frequencies. To observe these quantum effects, one needs tomove to theGHz regime, which can be
achieved either withDC sources with a typical bias of tens ofmeV, orwith periodically driven sources at GHz
frequencies [28–32]. In theGHz range, the current trace cannot be resolved in time so that themeasurement of
theWTD is not feasible at present. In contrast, second- and third-order correlation functions have been proven
to be feasible [32, 33].

With these experimental constraints inmind, we propose in section 5 an indirect way to access theWTD
withmethods that arewithin reach of the experimental state of the art. Namely, the dynamics of the full open
quantum system is accessed frommeasurements of low-order correlation functions (typically second- or third-
order). This ismade possible with a cMPS formulation of the transport experiments as explained in the
following section.

We illustrate this indirect path of accessing theWTDby considering real data obtained in the experiment of
[27], where single electrons tunnel through a single-level quantumdot in the kHz regime. Both the current trace
resolved in time and the two- and three-point correlation functions have beenmeasured. The data allows us to
demonstrate a very good agreement between theWTDdeduced directly from the current trace and theWTD
obtained via our reconstruction scheme based on the data of the correlation functions. This gives substance to
our protocol based on cMPS to access theWTDwith present technologies.We claim that thismethod remains
valid in theGHz frequency range and formore complex systems such as a double quantum-dot coupled to two
reservoirs—whichwould exhibit quantum coherence effects—and for quantum transport experiments with
fermionic quantumgases.

2. Tomography of cMPS

In order to present a self-contained analysis, we start by reviewing the cMPS formulation of capturing afinite
dimensional open quantum system [2] and the tomography procedure of reconstructing the relevant cMPS
parametermatrices [11]. Consider an open quantum system (in cMPS terms the ancillary system)with
dimension d (called bond dimension in that context) and interactingwith one ormore quantum fields that are
described by field operators yaˆ for different fieldsα. Its dynamics can in general be represented by different
mathematical objects:

(a) Themaster equation in Lindblad form, which governs the evolution of the ancillary system described by its
state vector Yñ∣ defined on theHilbert space of dimension d× d. The degrees of freedomof the coupled
fields are traced out in this approach.

(b) The set of n-point correlation functions of the coupledfields.

(c) The full counting statistics of the field system, i.e. the complete set of cumulants of the probability
distribution of transferred particles. The nth cumulant of the generating function is linked to the n
moments of this distribution, which correspond to the n-point correlation function.

(d) The cMPS state vector ,cMPSy whichwe now introduce.

2.1. Reconstruction of cMPS fromcorrelation functions
An intuitive way of establishing the cMPS state vector cMPSy ñ∣ consists in starting from thewell-knownLindblad
equation. This equation describes the evolution of the state ρ in time via the Liouvillian superoperator 

K R R R R
i

,
1

2
, 2 . 1

p

1




år r r r r= = - - -
a

a a a a
=

( ){ }˙ [ ] [ ] ( )† †

Thefirst term relates to the free evolution via aHamiltonian K ,d dÎ ´ while the last two terms describe the
coupling to the environment (the according operator is known as the dissipator). Thematrices R ,d dÎa

´

p1 ,..., ,a = correspond to jump operators between the system and external quantumfields .ya{ ˆ } Thematrices
K and Ra{ }completely characterize the evolution of the system.

Making use of theChoi–Jamiołkowski isomorphism [34] (whichmaps linear superoperators from 1 to 2
to linear operators acting on 1 2 Ä ) the state ρ ismapped to a state vector rñ∣ and the Liouvillian  to the
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matrixT [1, 2]with

T Q Q R R . 2* *å= Ä + Ä + Ä
a

a a  ( )

ThematrixT d d2 2Î ´ is known as the transfermatrix and thematrixQ is defined as
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Formally, the isomorphism introduced above is defined by the following relations for an operator and the
product of operators
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Being closely connected toK and Ra{ } introduced above, the knowledge of thematrix andT and its components
provides access to the dynamics of the open quantum system, and allows to directly derive the according
Lindblad equation.

The (translationally invariant) cMPS state vector cMPSY on the interval L0,[ ] is defined in terms of the

matrices Q R, a{ }and thefield operators yaˆ
†
by

x Q R xTr exp d . 5
L
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This expression is related to the path ordered exponential that arises when integrating the Lindblad
equation. The embedding of the cMPS state vector cMPSy ñ∣ into Fock space becomes clear when expanding the
path ordered exponential exp. Formore details, we refer to [3]where the authors formulate the cMPS in
different representations such as the Fock space and a path integral formulation. After integration, the ancillary
system is traced out via Tranc and the resulting term is applied to the vacuum state vector Wñ∣ , where 0y Wñ =aˆ ∣
for eachα.

Compared to the Lindblad equation, themain difference is that the degrees of freedomof the ancillary
system are traced out such that its dynamics ismapped into the dynamics of the coupled quantum fields .ya{ ˆ }
The evaluation of expectation values offield operators leads to expressions that only contain quantities from the
ancillary system, and information about the ancillary system can be inferred from according field operator
measurements. For the sake of clarity, we restrict ourselves to the case where a single coupled quantumfield,
denoted as ,ybˆ ismeasured.

The density-like correlation functions of themeasured quantumfield ybˆ then read

C n x n xx ... , 6n ncMPS 1 cMPSy y= ( ) ( )( ) ˆ ˆ ( )

where x xx , , n1 ¼≔ ( ) and n .y yb bˆ ≔ ˆ ˆ†
According to the calculus of expectation values in the cMPS setting [3],

inserting equation (5) into equation (6) in the thermodynamic limit L  ¥ leads to the expression

C M M Mx lim Tr e e e . 7n
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WithDwe denote the transfermatrixT—introduced in equation (2)—in its diagonal basis

D X TX, 81= - ( )
where the columns ofX represent the eigenvectors ofT. Analogously, thematrixM denotes R R* Äb b in the
diagonal basis ofT

M X R R X. 91 *= Äb b
- ( ) ( )

Let usmention that the knowledge ofX is in principle not necessary to reconstruct thematricesQ andR and
hence the according Lindblad equation [11].

Specifically, the second- and third-order correlation functions take the form
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with jl{ }being the eigenvalues ofT. Due to the translation invariance of the system,we can set x 0.1 = The
tomographic possibilities of the cMPS formalism can be understood from equations (10)–(11): if the products
M M Mk k j j1, , ,1{ }are known,we can—using gauge arguments [12]—require each of thematrix elements M j1,{ } to
be equal to one, which enables us to access each Mk j, by dividing the appropriate terms:

M M M

M M M
M . 12

k k j j

j j
k j

1, , ,1

1,1 1, ,1
,= ( )

Both numerator and denominator appear as coefficients inC3 and can be determinedwith spectral estimation
procedures. Thismeans that in principle we just need to analyse a three-point function in order to obtain the
building elementsM andD of arbitrary-order correlation functions.

This reconstruction scheme demonstrates the central role of thematricesM andD to derive the different
equivalent objects that describe the dynamics of an open quantum system: the Lindblad equation, the set of n-
point correlation functions, the full counting statistics of the number of transferred particles and the cMPS state
vector. ThesematricesM andD can therefore be considered as the central quantities onwhich our
reconstruction procedure is based; this is illustrated infigure 1.

2.2. Use of the thermodynamic limit
Intuitively, it is clear that the reconstruction of thematricesM andD should gain precision by increasing the
number of correlation functionsCn onwhich the reconstruction scheme is based. The same statement is valid
when increasing the size of the set of available counting probabilities Pn. But in general, experiments will only
provide usmeasurements of low-order correlation functions, typically those of the second- and third-order
[26, 27, 33].Apriori, thismight render the reconstruction of thematricesM andD infeasible, but thework in
[12] proved that this limitation can be circumvented bymaking use of the structure of the cMPS state vector
combinedwith the thermodynamic limit.

For a given finite region I and afixed bond dimension d, all expectation values can be computed from all
correlation functions C xn ( ) taking values in the finite range I, x x Ix ,..., .n

n
1= Ì ´( ) This contrasts with the

situation of having access to correlation functions C xn ( ) for arbitrary values of x xx ,..., ,n1= ( ) but for low n.
Here, arbitrary values x imply the thermodynamic limit, i.e. thefinite region I tends to infinity. Then indeed, low
order correlation functions (typically C C C, ,1 2 3) are sufficient to reconstruct an arbitrary expectation value of
an observable supported on I.

3. Reconstruction of cMPS from low-order counting probabilities

In this section, we extend the central role played by thematricesM andD for tomographic purposes by showing
that they (more precisely: their equivalents and ) are also accessible from low-number detector-click
statistics, i.e. the idle time probability density function P0 and the density function P1, which correspond to the
detection of zero and one particle, respectively, within a certain time interval τ.

It is well-known that correlators and counting statistics are closely related.When assuming perfect detectors,
the probability to observe n events in the time interval between t and t t+ is given [35] by the expression

P t t
n m n

t t C t t t,
1 1

d d , , , , 13n
m n
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t

t
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t
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=
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!
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( )!

( )

where the correlation functionCm has been introduced in equation (6). For a translationally invariant system,we
canwithout loss of generality set t= 0. Furthermore, when changing the integration bounds and performing the
limit L , ¥ we obtain
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the canonical unit vector e1, the diagonalmatrix  of Q Q* Ä + Ä  with basis transformationmatrixY,
Y R R Y ,j j j

1 * Ä-≔ ( ) and Z Y X ,1-≔ whereXdiagonalizesT as defined in equation (8).With equations (13)–
(15), the low-order counting probabilities P0 t( ) and P1 t( )within a cMPS formulation are given by similar
expressions to equations (10) and (11), namely
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with jm{ }being the diagonal values of  and zj k,{ }being the elements of thematrixZ (with inverse
Z zj k

1
,

- ≕ (ˆ )). See appendix for details.
As a first step, we can extract fromP0 andP1 the coefficients z zj j1, ,1{ˆ }and the eigenvalues ,im{ } which give

rise to . Thematrix elements of can then in principle be determined using gauge arguments and under the
assumption that the additive components ofPn are linearly independent. From and , the cMPSmatricesQ,
R andK describing the dynamics of the open quantum system can be determined in a straightforwardway (see
appendix for details).

Let us comment on the feasibility of this reconstruction schemewith present technology. In order to
measure P0 andP1, efficient single-particle detectors without dark-counting and tiny dead-time are necessary.
Dark-counting leads to detector output pulses in the absence of any incident photonswhile the dead-time is the
time interval after a detection event duringwhich the detector cannot detect another particle. Although
significant experimental efforts have beenmade in order to improve single-photon [36] and single-electron
detectors [37, 38], the state-of-the-art for single-particle detection is not yet sufficient to perform a reliable
measurement ofP1. For themoment, these experimental constraintsmake the reconstruction scheme based on
P1 only valid on a formal,mathematical level. In the light of the recent experimental progress towards the reliable
detection of single particles, we believe that this ideawill become relevant in the future.

4. Application to fermionic quantum transport experiments

Very recent works have successfully formulated experimental setups in cavityQEDand ultra-cold Bose gases as
well as the correspondingmeasurements in terms of cMPS [7, 9]. This allowed them tomake predictions for
higher-order correlation functions that are not accessible experimentally and to investigate the ground-state
entanglement.

Here, we tackle the problemof formulating quantum transport experiments and the corresponding
measurements (average charge current, charge noise) in cMPS termsTo this end, we demonstrate that thefield
that is leaking out and ismeasured in a quantum transport experiment belongs to the cMPS variational class.We
then provide an example to illustrate the equivalence between anHamiltonian and a cMPS formulation by
considering one of the simplest transport experiment, namely single electrons tunnelling through a single-level
quantumdot.We derive the first-order and second-order correlation functions in cMPS terms, and show that
we recover thewell-known expression of the average current and charge noise, whenwriting the cMPS state
equation (5) in terms of the parameters of the quantum system.

4.1.Quantum transport experiments in terms of cMPS
Wenow turn to a description of the physical setting under consideration.We assume here transport
experiments, where single electrons transit through a scatterer coupled to fermionic reservoirs. The reservoirs,
considered at equilibrium, are characterized by their chemical potential and their temperature via the Fermi
distribution. The bias energy and the bias temperature between the different reservoirs will set the direction of
the charge current. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to two reservoirs, the source and the drain.
This transport setting can be described by theHamiltonian

H H H H , 18T sys res int= + +ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )

where Hsys
ˆ relates to the quantum systemunder investigation, which acts as scatterer. It is characterized by

discrete energy levels ie with occupation number operators given by d di i, ,s s
ˆ ˆ†

(di,s
ˆ and di,s

ˆ †
denote the fermionic

annihilation and creation operators for an electron on the energy level i and spin degree of freedom ,s =  ).
TheHamiltonian Hres

ˆ relates to the left and right reservoirs, and Hint
ˆ describes the interaction between the

quantum system and the reservoirs,

H E E c E c Ed , 19
L R

E

res
, , 0

, ,òå å=
a s

a s a s
= = 

aˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )†

H E t E d c Ed h.c. . 20
L R i

i iint
, ,

, , , ,òå å= Ä +
a s

a s s a s
=

( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( ) ( )†

The creation and annihilation operators of the reservoirs, caˆ and c ,â
† satisfy the canonical anti-commutation

relations and L R,a = denotes the left and right reservoirs, respectively. The amplitude t i, ,a s sets the interaction
between the quantum system and its environments.
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In order tomodel aDC source, the energy levels in the left and right reservoirs are assumed to be densely
filled up to the energies E eVF + andEF, respectively. Here,EF is the Fermi energy andV is the bias potential
applied on the ‘source’ reservoir. At zero temperature, the bias energy eV enables uni-directional transport of
electrons between the left and right reservoirs. It plays a similar role to the frequency bandwidthwhen, e.g.,
considering cavityQED setups, andfixes the energy domain overwhich electronic transport takes place.

With this assumption about the direction of propagation of the electrons (from left to right), wewill see that
equation (18) is equivalent to a generalized version of the cMPSHamiltonian introduced in [1, 2],

H Q R R , 21cMPS L L R Ry y= Ä + Ä + Ä ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )†

where thematricesQ and Ra{ }and the quantum fields ya{ ˆ }have been introduced in section 2. The cMPS
Hamiltonian for quantum transport experiment reflects the direction of the current: a fermionic excitation
present on the left of the scatterer is annihilated at the scatterer as described by the quantum field Lŷ (an electron
jumps into the scatterer). Similarly, a fermionic excitation present on the right of the scatterer is created at the

scatterer as described by the quantumfield Rŷ
†
(an electron jumps out of the scatterer). The case of amulti-

terminal setup can be considered in a similar way. Showing that equations (18) and (21) are equivalent implicates
that there is a fermionic quantumfield leaking out of the scatterer to bemeasured and that it belongs to the cMPS
variational class. Such a description of the transport experiment corresponds to a fermionic version of the input-
output formalismof cavity-QED setups.

Using equation (20), the quantumfield leaking out of the quantum system, t ,Rŷ ( ) can bewritten in terms of
the creation operator in the right reservoir cR̂; the incoming quantum field can bewritten in a similar way in
terms of the creation operator in the left reservoir cL̂

t E c Ed e , L, R. 22
E

Et
,

i
,

òy a= =a s a s
-ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )† †

The Fermi sea for the electrons is taken into account in the followingway: on the right side of the scatterer, the
quantumfield satisfies t E 0,R Fy =ˆ ( ) where EF denotes the state of the Fermi sea at energyEF, whereas on the

left side of the scatterer, t E eV 0,L Fy + =ˆ ( ) where the state vector E eVF + defines the state of a Fermi sea at
energy E eV .F +

Assuming that the energy levels ie of the quantum system arewell inside the bias energywindow eV, we can

rewrite the integration over the energy domain E as E Ed d .
E

eV

0ò ò=

This assumption is the so-called large-bias limit, which is considered in order to derive themaster equation
corresponding to the tight-bindingHamiltonian. In quantumoptics, it corresponds to afinite frequency
bandwidth, which allows the use of the rotatingwave approximation [9, 10]. In the following, we assume that the
interaction amplitude is spin- and energy-independent within the interval E E eV, :F F +[ ] t E t .i, , =a s a( ) Let us
remark that the demonstration remains validwith an interaction amplitude that depends on spin and energy.
Importantly, no assumption about the coupling strength is required here.

In a rotating framewith respect to the energies of the reservoirs and after a Jordan–Wigner transformation
using the definitions of the quantumfields R,Lŷ given in equation (22), theHamiltonian in equation (18) can be
rewritten as

H H t d t h.c. . 23
i

iT sys
L,R ,

,å å y= Ä + Ä +
a s

a a s
=

 ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ( )†

Following quantumoptics calculations—which remain valid in this case because HT
ˆ is a transport version of the

spin-bosonmodel—wefinally arrive at an effective non-HermitianHamiltonian

H H d d d t d t
i

2
24

i
i i

i
i ieff sys

L,R ,
, ,

,
R , R, L , L,

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ å å å y y= - G Ä + G Ä + G Ä

a s
a s s

s
s s s s

=

 ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( ) ( )
† † †

with t .Ga a≔ Expressed in the eigenbasis of H ,sys
ˆ the operators diR ,G s

ˆ and diL ,G s
ˆ †

take the formofmatrices
labelled R iR, ,s and R ,iL, ,s respectively. The effective non-HermitianHamiltonian can then be rewritten in a
compact form

H Q R t R t . 25
i

i ieff
,

L, , L, R, , R,å y y= Ä + Ä + Ä
s

s s s s ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )† †

When comparing this effectiveHamiltonianwith equation (21), the identification of thematrixQ and the
matrices Ra{ } is direct. For spin-less fermions, thematricesR verify R 0i, ,

2 =a s in order to satisfy the Pauli
principle. Equation (25) demonstrates that transport settings can be adequately formulatedwithin the cMPS
framework. This result is important as it clears theway for applyingmethods from cMPS tomography to
fermionic quantum transport experiments.
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4.2. Single energy-level quantumdot
To illustrate the input–output formalism and the cMPS formulation of quantum transport experiments, we
consider one of the simplest setups, namely a single energy-level quantumdot, without spin-degree of freedom,
weakly coupled to two fermionic reservoirs. Even though this experiment is characterized byMarkovian
dynamics, this example is of particular interest for this work as it has beenwidely investigated experimentally. In
section 5, wewill use real data obtained in [27] for this setup to show that cMPS tomography allows us to access
the electronic distribution of waiting times.

This simple transport experiment is sketched infigure 2 and the correspondingHamiltonian reads

H d d E d c E Hd h.c. . 26T
L R,

resòåe= + G Ä + +
a

a a
=

( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )† †

Assuming that we perform ameasurement on the right of the scatterer, the first two correlation functions of
the right quantumfield tRŷ ( ) read in terms of cMPSmatrices

R Rlim Tr e 27
L

TL
R R R R

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦*y yá ñ = Ä
¥

( )ˆ ˆ ( )†

and

R R R R0 0 lim Tr e e . 28
L

T L T
R R R R R R R R

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦* *y y t y t yá ñ = Ä Ät t

¥

- ( ) ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )† † ( )

Thematrices RR L correspond to the operators dRG ˆ and dLG ˆ†
expressed in the eigenbasis of the single-level

quantumdot, 0 , 1ñ ñ{∣ ∣ } (empty and occupied state)

R R
0 0

0
, 0

0 0
. 29L

L
R

R
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟=

G
= G ( )

Inserting these expressions into equation (27), we recover thewell-known expression for the steady-state
current of a single-level QD coupled to biased reservoirs [39, 40]

I . 30R R
L R

R L
ssy yá ñ =

G G
G + G

á ñˆ ˆ ≕ ˆ ( )†

Furthermore, we can derive the noise spectrum from equation (28) via theMacDonald formula [41–43]

S I2 1
2

. 31ss
L R

L R
2 2

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟w

w
= á ñ -

G G

G + G +( )
( ) ˆ ( )

This example aims at bridging the gap between amore traditionalHamiltonian and the cMPS formulation,
which allows towrite thesewell-known expressions in terms of the parametermatricesQ,T, and R .a{ }

5. Reconstruction ofwaiting time statistics

In this section, we address the problemof accessing the distribution of waiting times in electronic transport
experiments. Asmentioned in the introduction, a directmeasurement of theWTD in theGHz range is not yet
possible due to the lack of single-particle detectors with sufficient accuracy at those frequencies. Here, we
propose to reconstruct theWTDbased on the experimentalmeasurements of low-order correlation functions.

Figure 2. Scheme of a transport experiment through a single-level quantumdot. (a)The single-level quantumdotwith energy ε is
tunnel-coupled to two biased reservoirs with coupling strengths LG and .RG Spin-less single-electron tunnelling events take place in
the energywindow eV above the Fermi seawith energy EF. (b)The same transport experiment from the open quantum system
perspective for a cMPS formulation. The single-level dot is described by Hsys

ˆ and coupled to fermionic quantum fields Lŷ and .Rŷ
The couplingmatrices RL R depend on the parameters ,L RG see equations (24)–(25). The transport direction fixed by the biased
energy between the left and right reservoirs is ensured in the cMPS formulation by imposing E eV 0L Fy + ñ =ˆ ∣ and E 0.R Fy ñ =ˆ ∣
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The reconstruction is carried out using the cMPS framework presented in section 2 and the formulation of
transport experiments in terms of cMPS as exposed in section 4.

5.1.Definitions
The statistics of waiting times can be expressed in terms of the probability density function P0, which—as a
function of τ—expresses the probability of having detected zero particles in the interval 0, .t[ ] In terms ofP0,
theWTDhasfirst been derived in the context of quantum transport experiments in [20],

P
. 32

2
0

2
 t t

t
t

= á ñ
¶
¶

( ) ( ) ( )

Here, tá ñdenotes themeanwaiting time. Inserting P0 t( ) in cMPS terms (equation (16)), we arrive at an
expression for in terms of the cMPSmatricesD,  andZ defined in equations (8) and (15),

c
D Z DZ Z Ze

1
e 2 e . 33T

1
2 1 1 1 2

1   t = - + t- - -( )( ) ( )

The normalization factor c 0> ensures that d 1.
0
ò t t =

¥
( ) Equation (33) allows us to access theWTD

from themeasurements of the low-order correlation functions only via the use of the cMPS framework to
reconstruct the cMPSmatricesD,  andZ.

5.2. Results based on experimental data
Wedemonstrate our novel approach to derive theWTD from themeasurement of correlation functions using
experimental data obtained in [27] for spinless electrons tunnelling through a single-level quantumdot. This
system is also known as a single-electron transistor at the nanoscale and has been discussed in section 4.2. The
experiment in [27] has been carried out in the kHZ frequency range, where a time-resolvedmeasurement of the
current trace is possible. Although all the statistics—including correlation functions of arbitrary order aswell as
theWTD—can directly be computed from this time-resolved current trace, this experiment provides an ideal
test-bed for our proposal.We can compare theWTDobtained fromour reconstruction scheme based on cMPS
with theWTDdirectly deduced from the experimental current trace.

Due to the simplicity of the setup, our proposedmethod to access theWTDonly requires the two-point
functionC2. This one can directly be derived from the experimental spike train I (the time-resolved current
trace) and is shown infigure 3 (red dots). The rates 13.23 kHzLG = and 4.81 kHzRG = have been determined
experimentally and the correspondingC2-function agrees verywell with the analytical expressionwhen the
detector rate is taken into account [27]

C 1 e . 342
L R

L R

L Rt =
G G

G + G
- t- G +G( )( )( ) ( )

In our reconstruction scheme, the quantity L RG + G can be determined from the current spike train
autocorrelation function I I by least squaresmethods or spectral estimation procedures analogous to the
procedure described in [11]. By requiring L RG > G and using the expression of the steady-state current (see

Figure 3.Two-point correlation functionC2 for single fermions tunnelling through a single-level quantumdotwith data from [27]
(red-dotted curve). The blue curve, obtained from the reconstructed values of the parameters L,RG using a cMPS formulation of the
quantum experiment, agreeswell with the experimentalmeasurement ofC2. The deviation for small times is due to experimental
limitations in the time binwith respect towhich the current trace is resolved.
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equation (30)), LG and RG can be uniquely identified. The reconstructed values for the rates are

10.80 kHz, 35L
reconG = ( )

4.76 kHz. 36R
reconG = ( )

The differences to the values from [27] arewell within the rangewewould expect, regarding the time-resolution
in the spike train data. The curve plotted from these reconstructed values of the parameters L,RG is shown in
figure 3 in blue. The slight deviation between the experimental points and this reconstructedC2-function is due
to the discretization of the counting time intervals used in the experiment: the size of each time bin is notmuch
smaller than the time scale onwhichC2 changesmostly. This leads to an error in the estimation of the damping
factor L RG + G and explains the difference of the blue and the red dotted curves. Naturally, one could expect a
more accurate reconstruction of the parameters LG and RG when increasing the time resolution of the current
trace or of themeasurement ofC2.

From LG and ,RG the corresponding cMPSmatricesRL andRR can be constructed, as well as thematricesM
andD. In this simple case, we did not need to employ thewhole reconstruction procedure from [11]. Indeed, it is
clear from equation (34) that only two out of the four parameters that characterize the system appear:Cn only
depends on the tunnelling rates LG and RG —the eigenenergies 0 and ε of Hsys

ˆ do not contribute5. This will in
general not be the case.

ThematricesRL andRR give access to thematricesD and  by direct computation. Inserting the latter into
equation (33), theWTDcan be reconstructed and the result is plotted infigure 4 (blue curve). In order to build
confidence in our procedure, we compare this result with the experimentally accessibleWTD (red dots). Let us
recall that the transport rate is in the kHz range, hence theWTDcan directly be extracted from the current spike
train I: by sorting, counting all (discrete)waiting times between two consecutive incidents, and subsequently
normalizing the resulting histogram, one obtains the red-dottedWTD infigure 4. The slight deviation between
theWTD reconstructed via our proposal and the experimental one is again due to the discretization of the
counting time intervals. One could expect amore accurate reconstruction of theWTDwhen increasing the time
resolution of the current trace.

TheWTD infigure 4 shows elementary transport properties of single independent fermions that cannot
tunnel at the same time through the single-level quantumdot, which is consistent with the fact that 0 t ( )
for 0.t  It is important to emphasize that it is the first time aWTD is extracted from experimental data,
therefore bridging the gap between theoretical predictions and experiments. The good agreement of the two
curves demonstrates the potential of our cMPS-based reconstruction procedure to access theWTD from the
measurements of low-order correlation functions. This opens the route to access theWTDs in the high-
frequency domain from low-order correlation-functionsmeasurements.

Figure 4.WTDobtained from state-of-the-art experimentalmeasurements with data from [27]. The reconstructedWTDusing
equation (33) is shown in blue. Itmatches theWTDobtained directly from the time resolved experimental current trace (red dots)
well. The deviation is due to thefinite-sized time bin corresponding to the resolution of the current trace. Amore accurate
reconstruction of theWTD is expected by increasing the time resolution of the current trace or of themeasurement ofC2.

5
The eigenvectors ofT only depend on LG and ,RG this applies toML,MR and all residues aswell. Accordingly, the twonon-real poles are the

only quantities that depend on ò, however, only the residues connected to the two real poles do not vanish.When adding off-diagonal
elements toK, the termsmix and a dependency onK arises.
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6. Conclusion

In this work, we have taken an approachmotivated by cMPS to perform tomographic reconstructions of
quantum transport experiments. On a formal level, we have extended this formalism to perform a
reconstruction of unknown dissipative processes based on the knowledge of low-order counting probabilities.
We then demonstrated that cMPS is an adequate formalism to describe quantum transport experiments based
on tight-bindingHamiltonians.

This work advocates a paradigm change in the analysis of transport experiments. The traditionalmethod is
tomake explicit use of amodel to put the estimated quantities into context, amodel thatmay ormay not
precisely reflect the physical situation at hand. The cMPS approach is to not assume the formof themodel, with
the exception that the quantum state can be described by a cMPS. Such an approach is of particular interest as it
opens theway to the access of quantities that are notmeasurable experimentally with current technologies, high-
order correlation functions and distributions of waiting times.

To convincingly demonstrate the functioning of cMPS tomographic tools applied to quantum transport
experiments, we presented a simple example that consists of electrons tunnelling through a single-level quantum
dot.Making use of experimental data, we showed that we could successfully reconstruct the distribution of
waiting times from themeasurement of the two-point correlation function only. This work constitutes therefore
a significant step towards accessing thewaiting time distribution in the quantum regime experimentally, a
challenge present for several years now. Importantly, the application of our reconstruction procedure goes
beyond the interest inWTD: it also provides an access to higher-order correlation functions, which are key
quantities to better understand interacting quantum systems.

In subsequent research, it would be desirable to furtherflesh out the statistical aspects of the problem. After
all, the description in terms of cMPS constitutes a statisticalmodel. It would constitute an exciting enterprise in
its own right to identify region estimators that provide efficiently computable and reliable confidence regions
[44]when considering the problem as a statistical estimation problem, related to the framework put forth in
[45–47].We hope that the present work inspires such further studies of transport problems in themindset of
quantum tomography.
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Appendix. Reconstructionmethod from low-order counting probabilities

In this appendix, we provide further technical details on the reconstruction scheme based on themeasurement
of low-order counting probabilities, P0 andP1. The goal is to access the central cMPS parametermatrices and

. We refer tofigure 1 for a general view of the reconstructible items.We start from equation (13) in themain
text. By changing the integration bounds, we obtain equation (14),

P t t t C t t td d d , , , , ,n

t t

n n n
0

1
0

2
0

1 2
n1 1

ò ò òt t= ¼
t -

 ( )( ) ˜

where the integrandCn is altered to

C t t R R R R R R, , , lim Tr e e e e . A.1n n
L

T L t St
n n

S t t S t
1 2 2 1 1

n n 1 2 1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦* * *t ¼ Ä Ä Ät t

¥

- - - -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )˜ ≔ ( )

Note that in contrast to equation (7)where the propagatingmatrix is the transfermatrixTdefinedby equation (2)
(or equivalently its diagonal representationD), the propagatingmatrix in the exponential terms between two
measurement points now is thematrix S, which is defined by

S Q Q T R R . A.2
j

j j* *åÄ + Ä = - Ä ≔ ( )

Wecan further simplify equation (A.1) by performing the thermodynamic limit L . ¥ The spectrumofT for
a generic system consists of complex values with negative real part and only one eigenvalue being equal to zero.
When taking the limit L , ¥ all eigenvalue contributions to eT L t-( ) vanish, except the one corresponding to
the zero eigenvalue. Hence
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Xe e Xlim e , A.3
L

T L T
1 1

1=t

¥

- - ( )( )

with thefirst canonical unit vector denoted by e1 and the basis transformationmatrixX to the diagonal basis ofT.
Similar toD andT, we define thematrix  as the diagonalmatrix of Swith basis transformationmatrixY:

S Y Y . A.41= - ( )
By defining thematrices Y R R Yj j j

1 * Ä-≔ ( ) for j n1 ,..., ,= and setting Z z Y Xj k,
1-≔ ( ) ≔ (with inverse

Z zj k
1

,
- ≕ (ˆ )), we arrive at equation (15),

C t t e Z Ze, , , e e e e .n n
T t

n
t t t t t

1 1
1

2 1 1
n 2 3 1 2 1     t ¼ = t- - - -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )˜

Equations (15) and (7)have a close structural resemblance: thematricesM and are similar in the linear algebra
sense, i.e., there exists a basis transformation from toM. ThematricesD and are the diagonalmatrices of the
transfermatrixT and thematrix S, respectively. It is straightforward to transformM andD into and and
vice versa: by subtractingM fromD, weobtain S (up to similarity/basis transformation), whose diagonalmatrix is

. Applying the samebasis transformation (from D M-( ) to) to thematrixM results in thematrix .
For n= 0, the counting probability function then reads

P e X Y Y X ee , A.5T D
0 1

1 1
1

St = t- -( ) ( )

which can be rewritten as a sumof complex exponential terms, with jm{ }being the eigenvalues of S as

P z z e . A.6
j

d

j j0
1

1, ,1 j

2

åt = m t

=

( ) ˆ ( )

This expression corresponds to the analogue of equation (10) in themain text. Since S is by definition aKronecker
sum of Q* andQwith eigenvalues qj

*{ }and qj{ } respectively, the spectrumof S consists of the sums q qj k
* +

with j k d, 1 ,..., .= It is closed under complex conjugation (for each element of the set its complex conjugate is
also element of the set), as well as the coefficient set z z .j j1, ,1{ˆ } This ensures thatP0 is real-valued. Being related to
Q (which consists of a skew-hermitianmatrix (with imaginary spectrum) and negative definitematrices), we
have that Re 0jm < for each j, such that all summands vanish sufficiently fast and P0 is normalizable.
Furthermore, the dominance of the damping factors over the oscillatory components ensures the positivity ofP0
(in particular, the jm with the least damping is always real-valued). Analogously, for P1 t( )we obtain

z z 1
e e

e A.7
j k

d

j j k k j k
k j

j k
, 1

1, , ,1 , ,
k j

j

2 ⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟å d

m m
d t-

-
-

+
m t m t

m t

=
( )ˆ ( )

with theKronecker delta ,j k,d

f c e . A.8
m n

m n
m

,
, nåt t= m t( ) ( )

Assuming that the terms em nt m t are linearly independent, in principle one can always single out these
contributions aswell as their corresponding prefactors c .m n, This gives us the chance to extract the coefficients
z zj j1, ,1{ˆ }and the eigenvalues im{ } from P0, provided that no coefficient is identical to zero. Rearranging the
values im{ } to a diagonalmatrix inKronecker sum form results in thematrix . One should note, however, that
efficient spectral recovery algorithms like thematrix pencil method do not straightforwardly work for functions
such asPn, n 2, where the exponential functions aremultipliedwith powers of τ.

In order to reconstruct the elements of thematrix together with the off-diagonal elements ofZ, we use a
gauge argument: All probability functions Pn are invariant under scaling and permutation of the eigenvectors in
thematricesX andY (except for the eigenvector ofT corresponding to eigenvalue zero). This allows us to require
all but one z j1,ˆ to be equal to one, and immediately obtain the according number z .j,1 The remaining coefficient
can then be determined via the normalization constraint

z z 1, A.9
j

d

j j
1

1, ,1

2

å =
=

ˆ ( )

so that all zj,1 are known. This can be used to obtain the diagonal elements j j, from . For the remaining
matrix elements, only the symmetric elements j k k j, , + (but not their constituents) are directly accessible
since

z z z z z z
e e e e

. A.10

j k

d

j j k k
k j j k

d

j j k k k k j j
k j

1, , ,1 1, , ,1 1, , ,1
j k

k j k j

, 1

2 2

  å åm m m m
-
-

= +
-
-

m t m t m t m t

¹ <=
( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )

However, this does not constitute a limitation for the reconstruction of thematricesQ andR of the ancillary
system. To this end, wemake use of the inner structure of . The diagonalmatrix  with eigenvalues jm can be
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reordered such that it has the form D DQ Q* = Ä + Ä  with diagonalDQ consisting of the eigenvalues ofQ.
Reordering the eigenvectors inY accordingly, we can assume that thematrixY and hence thematrixhave the
formof aKronecker product

R R . A.11rec rec* = Ä ( )

Here R rj k
d d

rec , = Î ´( ) is in general not diagonal. The symmetrized components of can then bewritten
as r r r rj k l m k j m l, , , ,* *+ and the constituents rj can be determined (up to a phase factor) by equating themwith the
coefficients in equation (A.10). The according equation system can then be solved.

The important point is thatRrec and Q DQrec ≔ are valid cMPS parametermatrices in the same gauge and
hence are sufficient for reconstructionwith the same argument as in [11, III.E]. Let us note that concrete values
of the basis transformationmatricesX andY are in fact never used or needed in the reconstruction procedure.
FromRrec andQrec, we can compute all quantities we need to establish the correlation and counting probability
functions, in particular and . RegaugingRrec andQrec such that the orthonormalization condition [1] is
fulfilled, yields a reconstruction of the freeHamiltonianKrec of the ancillary system.
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